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Brothers

INPORTANT FURLOUGH/QUALIFYING INFORMATION
Please find attached a copy of the Furlough Report our office received from CMC. This report reflects 2116
employees currently furloughed on the entire system. The Southern Region has 1333 employees currently
furloughed and the Northern Region has 783 employees currently furloughed.

We currently have many employees who are being furloughed at various locations. To cut down on the
confusion, our office contacted CMC Manager Mary Monhollen who has created a spreadsheet that will be
updated at CMC throughout the week at each location where the employees are wanting to get qualified per our
agreement. At the end of the week, CMC will contact the Trainmasters with the list of those employees who can
qualify at their supply point based on the employees seniority. CMC will contact the employees and let them
know which trainmaster to contact for information regarding them qualifying. CMC will then email the list of
eligible employees (based on the number of employees who can qualify at a time) and send it to the point
person at each supply point.

Mary has requested the Divisions send CMC a list of who will be the contact person at each terminal along with
their phone number and how many employees they are able to qualify at a time at that location. She has
requested the division also included how long it normally takes to get qualified at each supply point. Also, please
instruct anyone calling the field to get qualified to contact CMC to be placed on the list for that location and based
on seniority they will be called and notified when it’s their turn to qualify. This will keep everyone on the same
page and not waste manpower qualifying someone who cannot hold at that location.

Our members are entitled to be paid Code 17 to qualify at the next closest supply point they can hold a position
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at. They should NOT make a voluntary seniority move, if they do they will be required to qualify without
pay. Please instruct your members wishing to qualify at the next closest supply point to contact CMC Manager
Mary Monhollen at 9043323855 to request they be allowed to make a seniority move to the next closest supply
point to qualify. They should also contact the Trainmaster at the next closest supply point they are
interested in qualifying at.

If you as local chairmen have an questions please contact our office or Mary Monhollen. Her number is 904332
3855 and her email address is Mary_Monhollen@csx.com

I have attached a copy of the CQ Agreement for your reference and file as well.

Fraternally,

Steve Mavity
General Chairman – UTU B&O General Committee

2 attachments
CQ TRAINING AGREEMENT.pdf
126K
Daily Furlough Report 20160111060144.xlsx
280K
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